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Abstract
Weexplore three differentmechanisms designed to controllably tune the joint spectrumof photon
pairs produced by the spontaneous four-wavemixing (SFWM) process in optical fibres. Thefirst of
these isfibre tapering, which exploits themodified optical dispersion resulting from reducing the core
radius.We have presented a theory of SFWMfor tapered fibres, as well as experimental results for the
SFWMcoincidence spectra as a function of the reduction in core radius due to tapering. The other two
techniques that we have explored are temperature variation and application of longitudinal stress.
While themaximum spectral shift observedwith these two techniques is smaller than for fibre
tapering, they are considerably simpler to implement and have the important advantage that they are
based on the use of a single, suitably controlled,fibre specimen.

1. Introduction

During the past few decades, photon pairs generated through spontaneous parametric processes have served as
the basis formany important advances in quantum-enhanced technologies such as quantummetrology [1],
quantum communications [2] and quantum computation [3]. In particular, the process of spontaneous four-
wavemixing (SFWM) implemented infibres orwaveguides has gained prominence as an alternative to
spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) based on second-order nonlinear crystals [4–7].

The properties of photon pairs generated by SFWMdepend on the optical dispersion experienced by the
four participatingwaves [8]. Thus, the use of specialty fibres, for example including photonic crystal [9], highly
nonlinear [10], multi-cladding [11] and chalcogenide [12]fibresmay be exploited for the generation of two-
photon states with engineered properties at particular spectral ranges.However, an approach based on the
design of specificfibre structures is both expensive and possibly impractical. Among the categories of two-
photon state engineering, perhaps the simplest is controllable spectral tuning of a particular quantum state,
while otherwisemaintaining the structure of the two-photon state. Such spectral tuning can be a practical
necessity so as to attainmodematchingwith other opticalfields, so as to attain emission at the highest detection
efficiencies of single-photon detectors, or if the photon pairs are sufficiently narrowband so as tomatch photon
pairs with particular electronic transitions in atoms or quantumdots. Furthermore, it would be highly desirable
if such tuning could be accomplished in the laboratory by variation of an appropriate physical parameter of a
single source specimen, without the need for drawing froma collection offibres designedwith different
properties so as to achieve the spectral tuning.

In this paper, we set out to explore three differentmechanisms for spectrally tuning the two-photon state
produced by the spontaneous four-wavemixing (SFWM) process in birefringent opticalfibres. These three
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mechanisms are (i)fibre tapering, (ii)fibre heating and (iii) the application of longitudinal stress. In section 2we
present the relevant theorywhichmay be used to predict the SFWM two-photon state generated in a tapered
fibre, which can also be used in the appropriate special cases to predict the two-photon state obtained for a
heated and/or longitudinally stressed untapered fibre. Althoughwe specialise our theory forfibre-taper devices
of the sort that we can fabricate in our laboratory, the framework developed can be used to predict the two-
photon state forfibreswith amore general longitudinally varying radius profile [13], which could be useful in
other situations.

Note that fibre tapers have been proposed [14] and used previously in the context of nonlinear optics for
supercontinuum generation [15], third-harmonic generation [16] and for photon-pair generation based on the
SFWMprocess [17]. In this paper we show that the use offibre tapers for photon-pair emission through SFWM
with controllable spectral properties is a practical proposition. However, we also show that the application of
temperature variation and/or application of longitudinal stress to the SFWMfibre constitute simpler
alternatives for photon-pair spectral tuning, and can be based on a suitably controlled singlefibre.

2. Theory of spontaneous four-wavemixing in taperedfibres

The process of spontaneous four-wavemixing in third-order nonlinearmedia, such as opticalfibres, involves
the annihilation of two pumpphotons (with frequencies w1 and w2, respectively), and the simultaneous
emission of a photon pair, comprised of a photonwith frequency ws (signal) and a photonwith frequency wi

(idler), under the fulfilment of energy andmomentum conservation [4, 8].
In a single-mode opticalfibre of length L, assuming that the four participatingwaves are co-polarised and

travel along thefibre in the same direction (z-axis), the SFWMprocess produces the state hYñ = ñ + Y ñ∣ ∣ ∣0 2

[18], where η is a constant related to conversion efficiency and the two-photon contribution Y ñ∣ 2 is given by

ò òw w w w w wY ñ = ñ ñ∣ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ( )† †d d G a a, 0 0 , 1s i s i s i s i2

in terms of the joint spectral amplitude (JSA) function w w( )G ,s i , which is obtained by the coherent addition of
the contributions from all successive segments of thefibre as

òw w w w w w= ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G dzJ z z z f z, , , , , 2s i

L

s i s i
0

in terms of the creation operator wmˆ ( )†a for the signal (m = s) and idler (m = i)modes. A defining aspect of a
tapered fibre is that the core radius and hence thefibre characteristics including the pump/SFWM indices of
refraction andwavenumbers, are dependent on the position z along thefibre. Therefore, in the above equation,
the functions J(z), wmℓ ( )z, and w w( )f z, ,s i are z-dependent. The function J(z) is given as follows:

w
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where w( )n z,p0 is the effective refractive index of the propagating fibremode evaluated at the pump central
frequency, and Feff(z) is the spatial overlap integral between the fourfields expressed as
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with ( )f x y z, ,m ( =m s i1, 2, , ) the transverse spatialfield distribution at the longitudinal position z, which is
normalised so that ò ò =∣ ( )∣dx dy f x y z, , 1m

2 and is approximated to be frequency-independent within the
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where ÿ is Planck’s constant, 0 the vacuumelectric permittivity, wm( )n z, the effective refractive index of the
mode propagating along the fibre and w¢ m( )k z, thefirst derivative of the propagation constant.

The function w w( )f z, ,s i is given as follows:

òw w wa w a w w w= + - D( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )f z d e, , , 6s i s i
i k z z
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given in terms of the pump spectral envelope a w( ) and the phasemismatchD ( )k z defined as

w w w w w w fD = + + - - - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k z k z k z k z k z, , , , , 7s i s s i i NL

where fNL is a nonlinear phase shift derived from self/cross-phasemodulation [19]. Note that the treatment
presented here focuses on the degenerate pumps case, i.e. the two pumpphotons come from the samefield,
which is assumed to have aGaussian spectral envelope centred at wp0 andwith a bandwidthσ.

In this section of the paper, we analyse the SFWMtwo-photon state produced by an opticalfibre taper, with a
radius profile along the z-axis composed offive zones as sketched infigure 1: (i) an unstretched zone of radius r0
and length Lc, (ii) a transition zone, of length z0, alongwhich the radius diminishes with increasing z down to a
value rw, (iii) awaist zone of length Lw characterised by a constant radius rw, (iv) a second transition zone, also of
length z0, alongwhich the radius increases with increasing z up to the unstretched radius r0, and (v) a second
unstretched zone, also of length Lc, of radius r0. It is assumed that the two transition zones are adiabatic, with an
exponential dependence of the radiuswith z; the specific taper radius profiles can be predicted through volume
conservation; see Birks et al [20].

Our approach is to subdivide the fibre in the two transition zones intoN sections of length dL (see figure 1)
which are assumed to be short enough that the integral in equation (2) over such afibre intervalmay be
approximated by the integrand evaluated at intermediate radius = + -¯ ( )r r r 2m m m 1 with =m N1, 2, 3 ..., ,
multiplied by dL. In this case, the integral in equation (6)may be expressed in terms of the contributions from
thefive sections introduced in the previous paragraph as follows:
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where the downward arrowdesignates the first unstretched zone and first transition zones and the upward arrow
designates the second transition zone and the second unstretched zone. This integral is given in terms of radius-
dependent phasemismatch termsD kr (for zones 1 and 2),Dkr (for thewaist, or zone 3), andD kr (for zones 4
and 5).

The two-photon joint spectral amplitude w w( )G ,s i for the entire fibre taper composed of the five
subsequent segmentsmay then be expressed as

w w w w w w w w w w w w= + + + +   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G F F F F F, , , , , , , 9s i r s i z s i r s i z s i r s iw0 0 0 0

where the contributions from thefive zones are expressed as follows:
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In equations (10)–(14), the phasemismatch termD mkr is given according to equation (7).We have introduced
the parameter h

mr
(with mr the local core radius), which is given by

h w w w w= m m mm
ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J r r r, , , , 15r s i s i

with ( )J . and ℓ ( ). defined in equations (3) and (5), respectively, for the corresponding mr .
From the JSA function w w( )G ,s i , onemay obtain the joint spectral intensity w w∣ ( )∣G ,s i

2 which corresponds
to the two-dimensional probability distribution of generating a photon pair with frequencies ws and wi. In our
experiments reported later in this paper, we havemeasured coincidence spectra which are the result of
spectrally-resolving one photon of each pair, say the signal photon, and detecting it in coincidencewith the
conjugate (non spectrally resolved) idler photon. The resulting spectra can be evaluated from the joint spectral
intensity as
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òw w w w=( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )f d G , . 16s s i s i
2

Aswill become apparent below, the structure of coincidence spectra generated in a taperedfibre, depends
significantly on the relative lengths of the five zones along the taper. Note that for afibrewith a constant core
radius, the JSAwould be given by equation (10) by replacing Lcwith the corresponding fibre length.

3. Experimental implementation of SFWM in a bow-tiefibre

3.1. Experimental setup
Wehave implemented a SFWMphoton-pair source based on a polarisationmaintaining opticalfibre,
specifically a bow-tie fibre (modelHB800C), fromFibercore Ltd. In this type offibre, as we have shownbefore,
SFWMcan be phasematched according to a cross-polarised scheme inwhich the pumpphotons are polarised
parallel to the fibre slow axis, while the SFWMphotons are polarised parallel to the fibre fast axis; we determined
fromSFWMmeasurements the parameters for this fibre: core radius m=r 1.45 m, numerical aperture
NA= 0.20 and birefringenceD = ´ -2.38 10 4 [21, 22]. Note that while in our previouswork [22]we produced
inter-modal SFWM, i.e. with contributions fromdifferent combinations of transversemodes for four
participatingwaves, in this paperwe focus on the SFWMprocess involving all fourwaves (degenerate pumps,
signal, and idler) propagating in the fundamentalmode.

The setup used for our two-photon spectral tuning experiments is depicted infigure 2(a). This setup is
designed tomeasure the coincidence spectra for different source configurations involving the use of the SFWM
fibre: (i) taperedwith a varyingwaist radii (seefigure 2(b)), (ii) heated to a varying temperature (see figure 2(c))
or (iii) longitudinally stressed to a varying degree (see figure 2(d)).

We have used as a pump a picosecondmode-lockedTi:sapphire laser centred at 715 nmwith a∼0.5 nm
bandwidth, and 76MHz repetition rate. The pump spectrum isfilteredwith a prism-based spectral bandpass
filter (PBF), and its polarisation is set parallel to the fibre’s slow axis with the use of a half wave plate (HWP1).We

Figure 1. Fibre-taper profile used for SFWMphoton-pair generation.

Figure 2. (a)Experimental setup designed tomeasure coincidence spectra; all the elements in the setup are explained in section 3.1.
The SFWMsource (fibre taper, heated fibre or longitudinally stressed fibre) is situatedwithin the dotted box between lenses L1 and L2.
The three types of source are sketched in panels (b)–(d): (b)fibre taper, (c) heatedfibre and (d) longitudinally stressed fibre.
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couple the pump into thefibre using an aspheric lens with 8 mm focal length (L1).We use a 3-axis flexure stage
(ThorlabsMAX350D) for coupling the pump into thefibre. The photon pairs are outcoupled from the fibre (the
outcoupled power ranges from∼40 mWto∼70 mW) using another aspheric lens (L2), identical to L1. To
remove the pumpphotons, we use a second-half wave plate (HWP2) followed by aGlan-Thompson polarizer
(GTP), such that the pumppower is reduced by a factor equal to the extinction ratio of~105. The resulting
SFWMphoton pairs are frequency non-degenerate and are split using a dichroicmirror (DM) followed by
bandpassfilters (BP1 andBP2) for further pump suppression. So as to characterise the behaviour of the photon
pairs, both arms are coupled intomultimodefibres (MMF1 andMMF2) using aspheric lenses with 8 mm focal
length (L3 and L4). Each armmay be detected directly, with themultimode fibre in question (MMF1 orMMF2)
leading to the input port of a silicon avalanche photodiode (APD1), ormay be detectedwith spectral resolution
using amonochromator that has beenfittedwith amultimode fibre (MMF3) ouptut, leading to a second silicon
avalanche photodiode (APD2). In our setupwe detect the signal (idler) armdirectly and the idler (signal) arm
with spectral resolution. The output signals from the twoAPDs are sent to a to a nuclear instrumentation
module (NIM) coincidence circuit, based on discriminators and and a logicmodule, followed by an electronic
pulse counter. In thismanner, we obtain experimentally the coincidence spectra, corresponding to
equation (16). Note that wemay reverse the roles of the direct-detection and spectrally resolved arms so to
obtain the coincidence spectra for both the signal and idler photons.

Our first technique for two-photon state spectral tuning of SFWMphoton pairs involves the use of tapered
fibres fabricated in our laboratory, with a varyingwaist radius. In the next subsection, we describe briefly the
taper fabrication process and in section 3.3we describe SFWMphoton-pair generationwith our taper devices.

3.2. Fabrication and characterisation of taperedfibres
Our tapered-fibre fabrication process is based on theflame-brushing technique, i.e stretching the bow-tie fibre
under the application of heat through aflame [23, 24]. The ends of the opticalfibre are fixed ontomounts which
include high-precision fibre rotators (ThorlabsHRF007) formaking sure that thefibre is torsion-free prior to
stretching. An oxygen/butaneflame is placed underneath the fibre, with the burnermounted on a linearmotor
whichmoves theflame back and forth along the fibre creating a section of thefibrewhich is heated nearly
homogeneously.Meanwhile, the twofibre ends can be displaced laterally in opposite directions with the help of
linearmotors, which produces thefibre stretching. This results in a tapered fibrewith a reduced radius in the
waist and the appearance of two transition sections, preceding and following thewaist.

In our tapering apparatus, we use oxygen/butane in a 2.6 proportion and displace the flame at a speed of
3 mm/s, while the stretchingmotors are displaced at a speed of 6 mm/minute.We have fabricated six different
fibre tapers, all withwaist length Lw= 25 mm, andwithwaist diameter given by fractions
=s 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.80, 0.75, and, 0.70 of the unstretched cladding radius m=D 80 m0 . Note that because

the entirefibre cross-section is scaled downby factor s, the core radius is likewise reduced in the same proportion
to =r srw 0. All tapers involve adiabatic transitions [25, 26], with thefibre radius versus zprofile described by an
exponential function in the two transition sections. In table 1we summarise the physical parameters of our six
fibre tapers alongwith a seventh unstretchedfibre, each to be used for SFWMphoton-pair generation.

While for the initial verification of the correct operation of our tapering apparatus we employed a scanning
electronmicroscope tomeasure the diameter of our taper devices at different longitudinal locations, we also
developed an alternative, in situ, and non-destructive test based on opticalmicroscopy. For this test, we employ
an opticalmicroscope based on a 40× objective andCCDcamera that can be scanned laterally along the fibre
(with amaximum range of 30 cm), with the help of a linearmotor. Image processing software automatically
extracts an estimate of the fibre diameter at a given longitudinal location, with an approximate accuracy of
±1 μm.The profile can then be comparedwith the one obtained from the volume-conservationmodel based on

Table 1.Parameters of the fabricated fibre tapers. The
core radius of the untapered fibre is m=r 1.45 m0 . All
tapers have awaist length Lw= 2.5 cm. % indicates the
percentage of diameter reduction at thewaist with
respect to the unstretched fibre.

% m(r mw ) z0(cm) Lc(cm) L(cm)

70 1.01 0.89 10.36 25

75 1.09 0.72 9.53 23

80 1.16 0.56 8.69 21

85 1.23 0.41 9.84 23

90 1.30 0.26 8.54 20.1

95 1.38 0.13 7.42 17.6

100 1.45 11.3
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thework of Birks et al [20]. Infigure 3we show an example of such ameasurement, for s= 0.75 (i.e. =r r0.75w 0),
shownoverlappedwith a curve depicting the expected profile based on themodel; note that ourmeasurement
agrees well with themodel.

3.3.Measured SFWMspectra for taperedfibres
Weuse for ourmeasurements the taper devicesmentioned in the previous subsection, with core radii in the
waist =r srw 0 ranging from s= 1.0 to 0.7, with m=r 1.45 m0 ; note that these tapers were fabricated using
HB800Cbow-tie fibre fromFibercore Ltd.Wemeasure for each of these devices the coincidence spectrumof
signal and idler photons, as described in section 3.1, as a function of the parameter s. The results for the idler and
signalmodes, respectively, are shown infigures 4(a) and (b). In panels (c) and (d), we show corresponding
simulated spectra derived from the theory presented in section 2, to be discussedmore fully in section 4.

Note that while for the unstretched fibrewe observe a single peak for each of the signal and idlermodes, for
<s 1 this single peak splits into two peakswith the spectral separation between them increasing as s is reduced.

One of these peaks remainsfixedwith the same centre frequency and shape as observed for the unstretched fibre,
while the secondary peak is displaced in response to stretching. As discussed in section 4, the peakwhich remains

Figure 3.Taper profile with Lw= 25 mmand =r r0.75w 0. Red dots represent themeasured profile, while the black line is themodelled
profile [20].

Figure 4.Emitted SFWMcoincidence spectra as function of parameter s (expressed as a percentage). (a)Measured idler spectra.
(b)Measured signal spectra. (c)Calculated idler spectra. (d)Calculated signal spectra. Note that in panels (c) and (d) the error bars, on
the plane defined bywavelength andwaist diameter axes, indicate the location of the peak and themeasured bandwidth.
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stationary is associatedwith the unstretched portions of the fibre while the secondary peak is associatedwith the
taper waist and its centre frequency can be controlled through the degree of stretching, quantified by s. The
maximum spectral shift, in the secondary peak, observed for the signal (idler) photon is∼18 nm (∼12 nm). Also
note that stretching results in a shift of the signal and idler secondary peaks towards the pumpwavelength, so
that the signal-idler spectral separation decreases with decreasing s.

Note that two factors limit themaximumattainable degree of stretching. On the one hand, in the fibre
stretching process as one decreases the value of s, at some point the core and cladding fuse into a single type of
glass with the result that the air surrounding the fibre becomes the effective cladding [27]; onewould expect a
drastic change in the SFWMphasematching properties at this point. On the other hand, we point out that the
bow-tie structure involving the core surrounded by two stress applying parts, or bows, is rather vulnerable to the
stretching process [28, 29]. In the absence of torsion, the core and bows define a plane; any torsionwillmean that
when stretching thefibre, the bow-tie structure will be degraded or even altogether suppressed.While we have
taken care to eliminate torsion in the fibre before the stretching process begins we observe that, due to an as yet
unclear experimental imperfection for values of thewaist radius involving <s 0.7, the outcoupled pump
becomes depolarised so that rotation ofHWP2no longer permits the suppression of the pump,with the result
that themeasured SFWMspectra become rather noisy. For this reasonwe have kept fibre stretchingwithin the
regime  s0.7 1.

3.4.Measured SFWMspectra as a function of temperature
A second strategy for spectrally tuning the SFWMtwo-photon state involves using afibre of the same
specifications and same batch as used in our taper experiments, subjected to heating. A 4.5 cm length offibre is
housedwithin an ovenwhich permits setting the temperature, with 0.05 C accuracy, within a range covering
from room temperature up to 200 °C.Note that the fibre lengthwas chosen so that itfits fully within the oven.

Figures 5(a) and (b) show the coincidence spectra of the idler and signal arms, respectively, as a function of
fibre temperature. In panels (c) and (d), we show corresponding simulated spectra derived from the theory
presented in section 2, to be discussedmore fully in section 4. Themaximum spectral shift observed for the
signal (idler) photon is∼8.2 nm (∼5.1 nm); this corresponds to a spectral shift per unit temperature of

´ -4.1 10 2 nm/°C ( ´ -2.5 10 2 nm/°C), respectively. Also note that heating results in a shift of the signal and
idler peaks towards the pumpwavelength, so that the signal-idler spectral separation decreases with increasing
temperature.

Figure 5.Emitted SFWMcoincidence spectra as function offibre temperature. (a)Measured idler spectra. (b)Measured signal spectra.
(c)Calculated idler spectra. (d)Calculated signal spectra. Note that in panels (c) and (d) the error bars, on the plane defined by
wavelength and temperature axes, indicate the peakmaximuman experimental bandwidth.
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3.5.Measured SFWMspectra as a function of applied longitudinal stress
A third strategy for spectrally tuning the SFWMtwo-photon state involves the use of an (unstretched)fibre held
at room temperature of the same specifications and same batch as used in our taper and temperature
experiments subjected to the application of longitudinal stress. Thefibre is glued at its two ends tomechanical
mounts, one of which can be translatedwith amicrometre-fitted translation stage.We used afibre of length
17.2 cm andhave applied amaximumelongation of 10.7 μm,which corresponds to 0.06% of the original
length.

Figures 6(a) and (b) show the coincidence spectra of the idler and signal arms, respectively, as a function of
the longitudinal elongation of thefibre due to the applied longitudinal stress. In panels (c) and (d), we show
corresponding simulated spectra derived from the theory presented in section 2, to be discussedmore fully in
section 4. Themaximum spectral shift observed for the signal (idler) photon is∼5.3 nm (∼3.2 nm); this
corresponds to a spectral shift per unit elongation of 0.49 nm/μm (0.30 nm/μm), respectively. Also note that
the application of longitudinal stress results in a shift of the signal and idler peaks away from the pump
wavelength, so that the signal-idler spectral separation increases with increasing applied longitudinal stress.

4.Discussion

In this sectionwe describe the analysis of the results obtained from the three techniques implemented for
spectrally tuning the SFWMtwo-photon state. Based on our theory of the SFWMprocess in optical fibres (see
section 2 and reference [22]), we are able to explain the origin of the spectral shifting in all three cases.

4.1. Spectral tunability byfibre-tapering technique
In an opticalfibre, the effective dispersion has amaterial contribution aswell as awaveguide contribution [19].
While thematerial contribution is not affected by tapering, thewaveguide contribution is strongly radius-
dependent and as such can be controlled by tapering. This implies that the SFWMphasematching properties,
governed by dispersion, will likewise be strongly affected by tapering; each core radius r in afibre’s radius profile
can lead to characteristic phasematched frequencies w ( )rs and w w w= -( ) ( )r r2i p s for the signal and idler,
respectively.

In afibre taper such as the one sketched infigure 1, there is in fact a continuumof core radii ranging from r0
(in the unstrecthed regions) to rw (at thewaist). This implies a continuumof phasematched frequencies: for
example in the signal arm covering from w ( )rs 0 through w ( )rs w . However, the conversion efficiency is not

Figure 6.Emitted SFWMcoincidence spectra as function of thefibre longitudinal stress, expressed in terms of thefibre elongation.
(a)Measured idler spectra. (b)Measured signal spectra. (c)Calculated idler spectra. (d)Calculated signal spectra. Note that in panels
(c) and (d) the error bars, on the plane defined bywavelength and fibre elongation axes, indicate the peakmaximumand experimental
bandwidth.
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constant across this entire bandwidth. As can be seen infigure 4 (panels (a) and (b)), for all of the tapers described
in table 1 themeasured spectra exhibit two characteristic spectral peaks, which are centred at w ( )rs 0 and w ( )rs w

for the signal, and at w ( )ri 0 and w ( )ri w for the idler. Note that since w ( )rs 0 and w ( )ri 0 are associatedwith the
unstretched portions, they remain fixed as the parameter s is decreased. In contrast, w ( )rs w and w ( )ri w shift
appreciably, as expected, as s is decreased. Focusing on the spectral peaks centred at w ( )rs w and w ( )ri w , our results
thus suggest thatfibre tapering can be employed as a spectral tuning technique for SFWMphoton pairs.

For a given taper, the generation rate at specific spectral components w ( )rs and w ( )ri , will be governed by the
fraction of the total taper length overwhich the radius r ismaintained. In our tapers, radius r0 ismaintained over
a region of length L2 c and radius rw ismaintained over a region of length Lw. Because for all six of our taper
devices >L L2 c w, the peaks at w ( )rs 0 and w ( )ri 0 are higher than those at w ( )rs w and w ( )ri w . Note that the
maximumattainable ratio ( )L L2w c is limited by the dimensions of the two high-precision fibre rotators with a
combined length of 14 cm, used tomaintain the fibres in place during both the tapering process and the SFWM
experiments. A future refinement could entail cutting offmost of the unstretched portions and holding thefibre
through some othermeans, with the result of enhancing the relative heights of the pair of peakswhich respond to
tapering. All intermediate radii between r0 and rw are onlymaintained each over a small fraction of z2 0 (the
combined length of the two transitions), implying that there is no appreciable generation rate at the intermediate
frequencies. Note, however, that a taper with very long transitions could result in a ‘plateau’ appearing in the
SFWMspectra, between w ( )rs 0 and w ( )rs w for the signal and w ( )ri 0 and w ( )ri w for the idler. This could potentially
serve as a strategy for generating broadband photon pairs. This discussion is illustrated infigure 7, which shows
phasematched signal and idler wavelengths plotted as a function of the pumpwavelength, for a bow-tie fibre
taper characterised by s= 0.6. Each branch, corresponding to signal and ilder, of this phasematching diagram
has a thickness, with the outer extreme corresponding to our estimate for wm ( )r0 and the inner extreme
corresponding to our estimate for wm ( )rw (with m = s i, ).

Note from figures 4(a) and (b) that the secondary peaks in the idler arm (with l l< p) shifts up to 12 nmand
the corresponding ones in the signal arm (with l l> p) shifts up to 18 nmwhen rw varies from m1.45 m to

m1.015 m (i.e. corresponding to decreasing s from s = 1 to s= 0.7). It turns out that these spectral shifts are
larger thanwould be expected from an analysis based solely on the effect of the reduced core radius on the fibre
dispersion, as infigure 7. To explain this discrepancy, let us recall that in our experiments we use bow-tie fibres
inwhich the bows introduce amechanical stressfieldwithin thefibrewhich leads to birefringence. It is entirely
feasible that during the taper fabrication process this stress fieldwill be affected leading to amodified (increased
or decreased) birefringence, leading in turn tomodified SFWMphasematching properties. Our approachwas
then to tweak in our simulations the fibre birefringenceΔ at the taper waist, for each value of s, until the theory
spectrawould bestmatch the experimental spectra. Figure 8(a) shows (magenta squaremarkers) the
birefringence values obtained through this optimisation procedure for our tapers alongwith the reference fibre
(s = 1), as a function of s. The data shows clearly that as thewaist radius is decreased, the fibre birefringenceΔ

Figure 7.Phasematching diagram for afibre taper for which the numerical aperture and birefringence remain constant along the taper
length.
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also decreases. Fitting the data to a linear relationship, with the constraint that it yields the knownΔ value for the
reference fibre, it was found that for our bow-tie fibre,Δ varies with the core radius according to the relationship
D = ´ + ´- -( )r r1.01 10 0.92 104 4 (with r expressed inμm); we have plotted this relationship as solid black
line infigure 8(a).

It is interesting to note that tapering leads to a reduction of the birefringence in our bow-tie fibre, suggesting
that stretching under the application of heat results in a relaxation of the initialmechanical stressfield in
thefibre.

Armedwith a full understanding of how tapering leads to amodified dispersion due to (i) the effect of a
reduced core radius and (ii) to amodified birefringence, we have computed the SFWMcoincidence spectra
derived fromourmodel, and have shown them infigures 4(c) and (d). Note that there is an excellent agreement,
both in terms of the relative heights of the peaks and their central frequencies, between theoretical and
experimentally-measured spectra. In addition, we have plotted infigures 8(b) and (c) (black solid line) the
expected central peak frequencies w ( )rs w and w ( )ri w for the signal and idler, as a function of parameter s, along
with the values obtained from themeasured spectra, see figures 4, panels (a) and (b) (with bluemarkers for the
idler and redmarkers for the signal). For each of thesemarkers, we have indicatedwith an error bar the e1
width of the corresponding peaks. Again, note the excellent agreement between the experimentalmeasurements
and the expected behaviour derived from themodel.

4.2. Spectral tunability by temperature variation technique
Aswe have shown in section 3.4, heating our SFWMbow-tiefibre results in spectral shifting of the photon-pair
spectra. Let usfirst point out that the refractive index of fused silica has a temperature dependence so that the
dispersion experienced by the four participatingwaves in the SFWMprocess likewise has a temperature
dependence [30]. However, we have verified that for fused silica the effect of temperature-induced variations in
the index of refraction on the phasematching properties is essentially negligible, with<0.8 nm shifting of the
SFWMpeakswhen heating from20 °C to 200 °C. Also, when heating the fibre the core radius will increase due
to thermal expansion. However, fused silica has a low thermal expansion coefficient ( ´ - ◦0.5 10 6 C) [31], so
that heating from20 °C to 200 °C leads to an increase in the core radius of m< ´ -1.5 10 m4 , which in turn leads
to a negligible shift in the SFWMpeaks.

Following an analysis similar to the case offibre tapering, we identify that the spectral tuning of the SFWM
signals is due to variations in the birefringence of the bow-tie fibrewhen it is subjected to heating.Our approach
is as follows: we tweak the fibre birefringenceΔ in our simulations, for each value of the temperature, until the
theory spectra bestmatch the experimental spectra. Figure 9(a) shows (magenta squaremarkers) the
birefringence values obtained through this optimisation procedure as a function of temperature. The data shows
clearly that as the temperature is increased, the fibre birefringenceΔ decreases [32]. Fitting the data to a linear
relationship, it was found that the birefringence for the bow-tie fibre used in the experiment varies with
temperature according to the relation:D = - ´ + ´- -( )T T1.8 10 2.4 107 4 (with the temperatureT
expressed in °C); the black solid line in the figure represents this linear relationship.

It is interesting to note that heating the fibre leads to a reduction of the birefringence in our bow-tiefibre [32],
suggesting that in this respect heating leads to a similar effect thanfibre tapering and results in a relaxation of the
initialmechanical stressfield in thefibre [33, 34].

Taking into account the dependence of the birefringence on temperaturewhichwe have determined, we
calculate the signal and idler wavelengths forwhich perfect phasematching is achieved in the temperature range
T= 20 °C–200 °C. The results are shown infigures 9(c) and (b), respectively, by the black solid line. In these

Figure 8. (a) Fibre birefringence (Δ) as function of core radius. (b)Dependence of the emitted idler wavelengths on the core radius.
(c)Dependence of the emitted signal wavelengths on the core radius. Error bars indicate the experimental generation bandwidth.
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samefigures squaremarkers (blue for idler and red for signal) are the values obtained from themaxima of the
measured spectra (see figures 5, panels (a) and (b)) and the error bars indicate the generation bandwidth, i.e. the

e1 peakwidth.We note that there is a slight discrepancy in the case of the idler of<1nmwhichwe attribute to a
slightmonochromatormiscalibration; note that in our optimisation routine used for the determination of the
the birefringencewe have used the signal frequencies and have obtained the idler counterparts through energy
conservation.

4.3. Spectral tunability through the application of longitudinal stress
For the case of a birefringent fibrewith constant core radius along its length and kept at room temperature,
tunability of the emitted spectra can be achieved by applying longitudinal tension to the fibre [35, 36] as can be
seen from themeasured coincidence spectra shown infigures 6(a) and (b). Note that the reduction of the core
radius resulting from the elongation applied ( m10.7 m with an initial length of 17.2 cm) is of the order of

m´ -4.5 10 m5 which results in a negligible shift in the SFWMpeaks. Note also from figure 6 that under the
conditions of our experiment, amaximumdisplacement of 5.3 nmwas obtained in the signal arm (l l> p) and
3.2 nm in the idler arm (l l< p). Following an analysis similar to the cases offibre tapering and temperature
variations, we identify that the spectral tuning of the SFWMphoton pairs is due to variations in the birefringence
of the bow-tiefibre under the application of longitudinal stress. Our approach is similar to that used for the cases
offibre tapering and temperature variations: we tweak the fibre birefringenceΔ in our simulations, for each
degree of longitudinal stretching, until the theory spectra bestmatch the experimental spectra. Figure 10(a)
shows (magenta squaremarkers) the birefringence values obtained through this optimisation procedure as a
function of the degree of longitudinal elongation. The data shows clearly that as the fibre is subjected to an
increased longitudinal stress, the fibre birefringenceΔ increases. Fitting the data to a linear relationship, it was
found that the birefringence for the bow-tie fibre used in the experiment varies with the degree of longitudinal
elongation according to the relation: d dD = ´ + ´- -( )z z2.29 10 2.39 106 4 (with dz expressed inμm); the
black solid line in the figure represents this linear relationship.

It is interesting to note that applying longitudinal stress leads to an increase of the birefringence in our bow-
tiefibre, in direct contrast to the behaviour observed forfibre tapering and heating. It seems reasonable that

Figure 9. (a) Fibre birefringence (Δ) as function of temperature. (b)Dependence of the emitted idler wavelengths on temperature.
(c)Dependence of the emitted signal wavelengths on temperature. Error bars indicate the experimental generation bandwidth.

Figure 10. (a) Fibre birefringence (Δ) as function of the tensile strength, expressed in terms of fibre elongation. (b)Dependence of the
emitted idler wavelengths onfibre elongation. (c)Dependence of the emitted signal wavelengths on fibre elongation. Error bars
indicate the experimental generation bandwidth.
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application of longitudinal tension, tends to sharpen the initialmechanical stressfield in thefibre [37, 38]. It is
because of this behaviour, which contrasts with that observed for tapering and heating, that the signal-idler
spectral separation increases through this SFWMtuningmechanism,while it decreases for the other two
mechanisms.

Taking into account the dependence of the birefringence on the application of longitudinal stress whichwe
have determined, we calculate the signal and idler wavelengths for which perfect phasematching is achieved
under the application of longitudinal stress resulting in an elongation of up to 10.7 μm.The results are shown in
figures 10(c) and (b), respectively, by the black solid line. In these same figures squaremarkers (blue for idler and
red for signal) are the values obtained from themaxima of themeasured spectra (see figure 6, panels (a) and (b))
and the error bars indicate the generation bandwidth, i.e. the e1 peakwidth.

4.4. Behaviour of joint spectral intensity under spectral shifting
While in our experiments wemeasured the coincidence spectra (involving a spectrally resolved signalmode)
rather than the full joint spectrum w w∣ ( )∣G ,s i

2, it is interesting to plot the expected joint spectrum fromour
theory and observe how it behaves under the three spectral tuningmechanismswhichwe have discussed here. In
figure 11we show the results of such an exercise where the first row corresponds tofibre tapering, the second
row corresponds to heating and the third row corresponds to the application of longitudinal stress.We plotted
four joint spectra for decreasing values of s from left to right (first row), increasing temperature (second row) and
increasing applied longitudinal stress (third row). It is interesting to note thatwhile the spectral tuning is evident
in all three cases, the shape of the joint spectrum, and therefore the type of spectral correlations, remain
essentially unaffected by the spectral tuning, again in all three cases.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we explored three differentmechanisms for achieving spectral tunability of photon pairs generated
through the spontaneous four-wavemixing process. Thefirst of thesemechanisms is the use offibre tapering,
which exploits the dependence of the optical dispersion experienced by the fourwaves on the core radius.We
presented a theory of SFWMfor tapered fibres and experimentalmeasurements of the emitted coincidence

Figure 11.Theoretical joint spectral intensity, calculated assuming the physical parameters of our implemented SFWMsource.
(a)–(d)Results of fibre tapering. (e)–(h)Results of fibre heating. (i)–(l)Results of longitudinal stress.
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spectra for a collection of tapers inwhich the core radius at the taper waist ranges from70% to 100%of the
original, untapered core radius.We found that the core radius-dependent dispersion is not sufficient to explain
the observed spectral tuning; it turns out that when fabricating a taper the birefringence of thefibre is also
affected andmust be taken into account.

We explored two othermechanisms for attaining photon-pair spectral tuning: temperature variation and
application of longitudinal stress. Although themaximum spectral shift observedwith these two techniques is
smaller than for the tapering technique, these twomechanisms are considerably simpler to implement and have
the important advantage that they are based on the use of a single, suitably controlled fibre specimen.Wenote
that another possibility which could be explored for SFWMphoton-pair spectral tuning is the use of transverse
(compressive) stress which has been shown to result in variation of the fibre birefringence [39].We hope that
these results will enable future progress in practical applications offibre-based photon-pair sources.
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